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Polecenie: Put the words into the correct order. Remember: the first word of a sentence
must start with a capital letter.

2. is always he hungry

3. a band guitar in Jenny the plays rock

g.
pl

1. expensive books why are ? so

.a
n

4. games you playing spend too much computer time

w
w

5. at bread home I love make to

6. she the at this time of day in office is

w

7. be eggs I like my soft to very

8. always David in is trouble

9. goes river road the this to

10. have lunch often Sunday together we
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1. expensive books why are ? so
Why are books so expensive?
2. is always he hungry
He is always hungry.
3. a band guitar in Jenny the plays rock

g.
pl

Jenny plays the guitar in a rock band.
4. games you playing spend too much computer time

You spend too much time playing computer games.
5. at bread home I love make to
I love to make bread at home.
6. she the at this time of day in office is

.a
n

At this time of day she is in the office.
She is in the office at this time of day.
7. be eggs I like my soft to very

I like my eggs to be very soft.
8. always David in is trouble

w
w

David is always in trouble.
9. goes river road the this to

This road goes to the river.

10. have lunch often Sunday together we

w

We often have Sunday lunch together.
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